
SCARLET LETTER LIGHT VS DARK ESSAY

Defined as a technique of contrasting dark and light to highlight elements within a piece of art or a story, chiaroscuro is
displayed throughout The Scarlet Letter.

The second scaffold scene is a perfect example of this symbol. Roger Chillingworth is the dark force in this
particular story. The bright daylight after he revealed his sin purges his sin from him and allows him to escape
Chillingworth forever. This was true in the Puritan society in the s, where citizens were heavily restricted by
their theocratic government. Fiction depends for its life on place. A beam of light then shown down upon her,
upon her bosom, revealing her cleansed soul. However, later in the novel we learn her true feelings as to the
letter: The effect of the symbolâ€”or, rather, of the position in respect to society that was indicated by itâ€”on
the mind of Hester Prynne herself was powerful and peculiar. It is this obsession that makes him so evil or
dark. Light and dark represent day and night. Subsequent to this, Pearl asks her mother for some of her
sunlight. Hester is the only character that connects both light and dark. This is especially hard since the man
who has committed this sin with her, known as Arthur Dimmesdale, refuses to confess his part in her crime.
Chillingworth is truly evil because he searches for darkness and sins with no intent to forgive. He was not
punished for his actions for no one knew that it was their Reverend that had had committed adultery with
Hester. While sitting in the forest and talking about their love for one another the sun finally reaches them.
She is often described as both good and evil at the same time. Chillingworth is described as the Black Man by
Pearl and his own description of himself suggests that he is a fiend of some kind. When he finds out that
Dimmesdale is Hester's partner he begins to slowly kill him as though "digging for gold in a dark mine. The
comparison of shadow and lights can be mirrored by the comparison of nature to civilization in the novel The
Adventures Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain They are used for opposite things. Chillingworth even describes
himself as a fiend of some kind. This play with shadowing and light elements can be viewed in Nightwatch by
Rembrandt. Rembrandt uses chiaroscuro to depict the character or personality within his paintings. The way
Hawthorne displays this development can also be viewed in pieces by Rembrandt. Ultimately Hester chooses
to stay in the darkness forever, feeling she deserves no better. It Is dark, therefore he Is holding his sin. The
way that Hawthorne flips this stereotype and creates a novel in which light is a disguise is utterly amazing.
The sunlight would shine down on her almost brighter than it did on the other puritans, almost like a halo. The
use of light and dark is what makes the story come alive and what makes The Scarlet Letter such a
well-respected novel. The black man is only seen in the dark forest and this is why the sinners are sent there.
He is obsessed with finding Hester's partner in crime. His character figuratively, and sometimes literally, lives
in darkness. However, Pearl creates a need in Dimmesdale to repent in front of the town. The dark symbolizes
the evil and sin in their society. Chillingworth is described by Pearl as the black man, or the devil. The sun is
drawn to her as she is drawn to the sun. She is drawn to the sun, as the sun is drawn to her.


